**Bond & Fill®**
- 1.6 oz. Cartridges
- 2-part acrylic adhesive and filler
- Set-up 5-8 minutes
- Cure time 30 minutes
- Applicator Gun
  (sold in starter kit or separately)
- TrimSTICK™ nail hole filler
- Extra Nozzles available separately
  (hardened mix in the nozzle cannot be cleaned out)
- Caulking gun adapter available separately
  (to fit 1.6 oz. cartridges in full size caulking gun)

**TrimTight™ (Gorilla PVC)**
- 8 oz. can or 16 oz. can
- Low VOC and virtually no odor
- Cleans up with water
- Re-usable can with swab applicator
- Set-up 10 minutes
- Cure time 24 hrs at 72 ºF

It is strongly recommended that all joints be glued in addition to nailing to control expansion and contraction
- Pieces need to be clean, dry and in complete contact with each other
- PVC adhesives have a limited working time
- All joints need to be mechanically fasten-through the joint or on either side
  - Never use glue alone to fasten a joint
- Mitered or scarf joint provide the best joints for gluing and appearance.
  - Butt joints are hard to glue and hold
  - Butt joints are more noticeable
- Regular pipe cement does not have UV inhibitors and will yellow

BondFill.com  
877-822-4615

TrimTight.com  
877-874-6458